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The quality of mobile applications is a very important and essential factor for their success among the users oth-

erwise users will reject and discard the applications due to insuficient quality assurance. Mobile applications are

becoming popular among the users and due to the peculiarities ofmobile applications, there is also a need for qual-

ity assurance in the applications to focus and maintain the challenges faced by the users. This paper will identify

the main points and expose different approaches which will address the problems and issues of quality assurance

for mobile applications. There are research questions and according to those goals are derived. The quality of the

mobile application is a very important factor for their success among the users. This depends on the users how

they like the applications of the mobiles and successfulness of the mobiles directly depends on the users if the

quality assurance for the mobiles for the mobile application should be the best quality. Different popular mobile

in themarket like I phone, Samsung, Nokia andMotorola are popularmobiles and brandsmodel among the people

because of their quality assurance formobiles applications. FIT4 apps are represented bywhich quality assurance

can be accessed for themobile’s applications for quality purposes. If the quality level is low the brands andmodels

of themobile are straight way discarded by the users. Two steps empirical evaluation is done for the quality assur-

ance purpose. The basic purpose of the experiment and a case study about the quality assurance of the mobile is

performed as postmortem analysis. All mobiles’ applications require quality assurance approaches due to context

approaches awareness and platform diversity. Some characteristics need to be addressed for quality assurance.

There are some budgets restrictions which are sometimes become hindrances in software development.

© 2020 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this fast-growing world, mobiles, mobile applications,

smartphones and other communicational devices related to

mobile phones become most popular and usage of mobiles

are increased in this new century [1]. There are different

operating systems are introduced in mobiles phone tech-

nology like IOS, android, windows, blackberry, and Sym-

bian. But people like most smartphones have android sys-

tems and apple I Phone. But there are a lot of challenges for

the manufactures of hardware and software development

for the mobiles to stay in completion otherwise they will be

out from the race of technology [2]. There is also competi-

tion among the application developers of mobiles and mo-

bile apps.

Automated testing is done with the help of an automated

testing tool. The automated testing tool provides computer-

controlled testing rather thanmanually. The testing tool ex-

ecutes the test cases to test the performance and function-

ality of the software under test. Automated testing aims to

reduce the required human effort as in manual testing but

it does not remove the need for manual testing at all [1].

Mobile platforms are being adopted worldwide because of

a variety of software being offered to users in those hand-

held and portable devices. Testing is being used as a quality

assurance technique for mobile apps too [2].

Several tools are proposed and implemented for this pur-

pose. These tools have already been evaluated and com-

pared for their unique features, supported platforms, code

coverage, and eficiency. However, existing automated test-

ing tools ofmobile applications havenot been evaluated and

compared for different quality attributes they can enhance

in apps under test. Therefore, two research objectives are
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formulated for this study are 1) to evaluate different test-

ing tools of mobile apps focusing on identifying quality fac-

tors they aid to achieve in the apps under test; 2) to mea-

sure overall trends of essential quality factors achieved in

the mobile apps under test using automated testing tools.

In this paper, we have evaluated and compared automated

testing tools for adding or enhancing valuable quality fac-

tors in mobile applications under test.

So, the companies want long term success in the ield of

mobile phone technology. Mobile phones hardware and

software along with different applications which are built-

in mobile phones are all tested over several different plat-

forms before launching to the global platform. Functional

testing of the mobile’s phones is done along with no func-

tion testing like security testing and usability testing [3].

The basic purpose ofmobile phone testing is to improve the

mobile phone hardware, software, and applications along

with apps. In this research project, we are going to test the

mobile applications along with their competence in mobile

testing technology [4]. We canalso learnmobile automation

which is the main challenge nowadays. Manymobile phone

applications testers are confused in understanding the hy-

bridmobile apps of the native companies. In themarket dif-

ferent types of automation tools are available but different

tools have their advantage. So that’s very easy for the de-

velopers to select the best tool for the applications develop-

ment. The quality of mobile applications for business use

and especially for the company stakeholders can be highly

trusted and if the application failure has happened it can

take lead to serious failure and consequences. Mobiles ap-

plications become popular among people and these appli-

cations in games, medicine, science and on different topics

are launched. The mobile application in insurance quality

proposes approaches to support inspections [5].

A. Background

The success of any software product is determined by the

quality of that software. This gives software quality assur-

ance a great opportunity in the software industry and cus-

tomer satisfaction drives it. To develop a product of good

quality and without any defects within the cost and time

constraints have become critical. Implementing such prod-

ucts, with minimum or no bugs is a dificult task. This is

the reason that the concept of software testing has got its

existence [3]. In the software industry, the testing of soft-

ware has become an extensive and vital phase of SDLC. It

also provides a inal evaluation of other activities such as

requirements speciication, software design, and coding [4].

Software testing is an activity, which is performed to eval-

uate the correctness and functionality of the software for

assuring the fulilment of user requirements and expected

quality [6]. IEEE deines software testing as the process to

evaluate the system or its components manually or by au-

tomated means to determine whether it fulils the user re-

quirements or to ind the difference between actual result

and expected result [7]. Hence, software testing is to exe-

cute software to identify defects or anymissing features that

were expected by the user requirements. Software testing

results in improvedquality andeffectiveness of the software

system if it is executed appropriately. Detecting the defects

in software and removing those defects before the release

of software leads to reduced maintenance costs.

B. Objectives

1. Comparative Analysis of Software Testing Techniques for

Mobile Applications

2. An Approach for Evaluating and Improving the Test Pro-

cesses of Mobile Application Developments with manual

method

3. Quality assurance of mobile applications: a systematic

mapping study

C. Software Testing

Normally software testing is considered as an activity for

the detection of defects whereas there are different reasons

behind the conduction of software testing. Improved soft-

ware quality is one of the major reasons. Software qual-

ity is improved by ensuring that the software product fulils

the user requirements and expectations. The smooth func-

tioning of the software system can be ensured through test-

ing. The software developing industries spendmost of their

time and cost on software testing during the SDLC [8]. If the

testing is done early in the SDLC to prevent the occurrence

of defects, it reduces the time and cost spent whereas, if the

defects are detected in later stages, then the time to mar-

ket and cost rises signiicantly. Therefore, performing test-

ing throughout the SDLC is a better practice to detect the

defects of the software. It is less expensive to remove the

defects earlier, even before the release of the software [9].

Software testing aims to evaluate the capabilities of an ap-

plication or the software and verify that it fulils the quality

principles such as reliability, portability, eficiency, security,

usability, etc. Through testing, all these principles should

also be veriied and ensured [5]. There are two main ob-

jectives of software testing. First, the detection of errors or

defects. Second, preventing the number of occurrences of

defects in the software system results in overall improved

eficiency of the system.
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B. Manual Software Testing

Manual testing is the simplest level of testing in which the

tests are executed as per test cases and by directly interact-

ing with the software. In this testing, the tester prepares

the test cases. Test cases, are the explanations of the fea-

tures and the expected results of the software under test

and are written in simple natural language. The process of

manual testing becomes toomuch time-taking as it requires

all the activities to be performed manually. Though, man-

ual testing is preferred in the case of some complex systems

where a few critical defects can only be discovered while

testingmanually. Duringmanual testing, the tester interacts

with the system under test as the end-user of that software

would, and ensures the effectiveness of the system by nav-

igating through the software [10]. Manual testing has the

following drawbacks [10]:

1. Time-taking

2. Requires more testers

3. Less accurate results

4. Testing multiple features in parallel, not possible

Lack of reusability of tests

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Work and Quality Assurance of Mobile Applications

Quality assurance of mobile apps deals with high-quality

apps is produced based on standards and deliver high-

quality products line for the consumers [11]. The mobile

apps which are not according to standards and high quality

are immediately removed from the mobiles and uninstall.

Nowadays banks and all other businesses are run on a lie

and all types ofwork of business are done onmobile phones

and customized apps [10]. Users can use several different

types of apps which are helpful in businesses to get im-

mediate responses from these applications and make users

records from these applications. Especially, the bank's ap-

plication is designed according to customers need and cus-

tomers can do a lot of transactions by using these apps and

they do not need to go to the banks [11]. With the help of

these applications, they can sort out their problems quickly.

But the success of all these applications and apps depends

on the quality of application development. Mobile apps

have done a very vital role in all ields of life.

B. The Life Cycle of Developing Mobile Applications

For the development of mobile applications and building of

mobile applications, this is the process in which all testing

of the applications should be done according to the IDE en-

vironment. Quality assurance is done on thousands of mo-

biles applications to make sure all the applications are run-

ning properly. In this document of developing the applica-

tions, we are going to take through of introductory inspec-

tion process of building the mobiles applications [12].

C. Process Quality Assurance of Mobile Applications

The process of development of any software includes appli-

cations called software development life cycle [13]. In this

process, all phases of DLCwill be discussed for the develop-

ment of mobile apps including development, design, inspi-

ration, stabilization, deployment and maintenance of mo-

bile applications if errors are bugs happen in the application

[14].

TABLE 1

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MANUAL AND AUTOMATED SOFTWARE TESTING

Manual Testing Automated Testing

1. Time Consuming Time Eficient

2. More human effort is required. One-time human effort for creating the test scripts is

enough.

3. Not accurate, due to room for human errors More accuracy as less space for human error

4. Test cases cannot be reused Supports reusability of test cases

5. More effective for functional testing and exploratory

testing

Effective for regression testing, load testing & performance

testing

6. Reduced short term cost (no automated testing tool is

required) while increasing long term cost (maintenance).

Increased short term cost (automated testing tool) while

reducing long term cost (maintenance).
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D. Considerations Quality Assurance ofMobile Applica-

tions

There are lots of considerations when applications are de-

veloped especially the traditional web applications and

desktop applications are developed [15].

1) Mobile development apps: There is no difference be-

tween developing mobile application life cycle in compar-

ison with web or desktop application [15]. There are ive

phases as we do in the development of web and desktop ap-

plications [16].

E. Inception Quality Assurance of Mobile Applications

All mobile apps are started from an idea. This idea leads to

the development of the application.

TABLE 2

SOFTWARE QUALITY FACTORS FOR COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Software Quality Factors Description

Extensibility The ability of software components to be added, modiied and removed easily with-

out badly affecting the existing system. Flexibility is its category focusedon theability

of components to be added easily.

Maintainability Maintainability is the ability to make changes for error corrections, supported by

deined interfaces, documentations, code comments.

Performance Performance is related to acceptable response time.

Scalability Ability to respond in an acceptable time in increased load or stress.

Robustness Robustness is the ability of software to keep working and remain available in failure

states by backup plans, data and hardware.

Usability Usability is the ability of the user to easily interact with the system using the user

interface.

Platform compatibility Software should run on several platforms like operating systems, browsers etc.

Testability Testability refers to maximum and eficient code coverage by testing.

Correctness Correctness is software should conform to requirements or speciications.

F. Design Quality Assurance of Mobile Applications

This is the second phase and usually deines the user expe-

rience such as the general layouts and design of the mobile

apps. With the help of graphical design, the apps designs

are tested [17].

G. Development Quality Assurance of Mobile Applica-

tions

This is the phase of mobile application development in

which mobile applications are developed. This is the actual

main phase of building the mobile applications.

H. Stabilization Quality Assurance of Mobile Applica-

tions

When the mobile application is developed then these apps

are stabilized and tested andmake it free from bugs and er-

rors before deployment sessions. But mainly quality assur-

ance starts from this phase.

When development is far enough along, QA usually begins

to test the application and bugs are ixed. Often an applica-

tion will go into a limited beta phase in which a wider user

audience is given a chance to use it and provide feedback

and inform changes [18].

I. Deployment Quality Assurance of Mobile Applica-

tions

Once the application code is done tested and debug from

various testing phases then it is deployed. There are dif-

ferent ways of deploying the project. A project can be de-

ployed directly to the websites or designated apps on the

real servers or these projects can be deployed on the ile

system on the local machines. Latter these projects can be

uploaded onto the servers or executed on the desktop ap-

plications [19].

With the doubt or ubiquity level of inspection and interac-

tion with mobile devices, everyone has an idea about the

mobile app. Mobile applications have changed the crite-

ria and way of communication not only with computing but

with people all over the world [20].

The inception stage is about reining the idea formobile de-

velopment apps and mobile related applications. For cre-

ating successful apps, we need to understand some funda-

mental questions. Some things need to be considered be-

fore the app is launched in the public store [21].
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J. Infrastructure Integration of Mobile Applications

Themainly the infrastructurewhich is related to themobile

apps is considered andwhich type of app is properly can be

developed [22].

K. Value of Mobile Applications

How valuable this app is and how this app can do better

changes in the life of users and how the usersmake it bene-

icent for all the users [23].

1) Designing mobile applications: Once the design and

functionality of the app are determined and examined by

the top-level software and hardware engineers, the next

step is to start working on the user's experience of previ-

ous mobiles apps and what they want new in new mobile

apps [24].

TABLE 3

AUTOMATED MOBILE APPLICATIONS TESTING TOOL

Software Quality Factors Description

Testing Tool Testing Type Platform

Dynodroid Event driven testing Android

Evodroid System testing Android

FSM Droid GUI testing Android

MobiGUITAR GUI testing Android

Renorax Compatibility testing C#, Python, VB.net

Reran GUI, system, stress, and security testing Android

Robotium GUI, system, functional, and acceptance testing Android

Appium GUI and functional testing Android, IOS

MonkeyTalk Compatibility and functional testing Android, IOS

UI Automator Functional and GUI testing Android

2) UX design or user experience design: These are designs

simply done via mockups, wireframes by using different

tools like Mocking Bird and Visio. UX designs can be cre-

ated free from tension and without any problemwith these

tools and worry about the actual UI designs [25].

When UX mockups are created, it is very important to keep

an eye on other platforms like apple, android, and windows

phones [26].

3) Apple: These are the human interface guidelines.

4) Android: These guidelines are for the designs.

5) Windows: These are library designs for windows and

users of windows mobile [27]. Each app in mobiles appli-

cations has a metaphor for switching between sections of

the apps and applications. Different operating systems use

different types of graphics. iOS uses a tab bar at the bottom

of each application and android is used on the top of the ap-

plications but windows mobiles use panorama view.

Most of the hardware automatically dictates UX decisions

and work according to the environment. For instance, iOS

has never a physical button on the back but the company

introduced the navigation controller metaphor [28].

More factors inluence UX decisions. If the table displaying

has a display of real estate, it can display more information.

So, the apps shouldwork on different screens and compress

into one for the tablet view [29].

 

Fig. 1. Mobile software testing project life cycle

6) User Interface (UI) design app: According to ig 1 and

the UX is designed and determined, the next step is to de-

velop the UI design for the app and user.

UX is giving more black and white mockups. But in UI in-

terface is where colours and graphics are inalized and in-

troduced. If a good UI is created, it is very important to de-

velop general and popular apps. But it is made sure, when-

ever UI and UX are created, they will use their platform and

language [30]. If mobile application and app are well de-
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signed, may still look interactive and different on different

platforms.

7) Development of mobile app: The development phase of

mobile applications starts in the early stages. If any idea

has a maturity level on conception and inspiration then it

is very easy to design and develop the mobile app and this

idea validates the functionality and the assumptions about

the understanding of the work [31].

8) Prototypephase: In this phase, the app is still in the con-

ceptual phase and can be functional. There are major bugs

that are still present but most of the parts of the mobile ap-

plications is working [32].

9) Alpha phase: Complete code and core functionality are

tested in the alpha phase. But this is not fully testable or

in this phase full requirements of the application can’t be

tested. But in this phase still, a lot of bugs are present and

may create problems in functionality [33].

10) Beta phase: Most of the functionality is done and com-

pete in this phase but a little bit of testing and bug ixing is

left. Butmajor issuesmay be still present in this phase [34].

11) Release candidate phase: Al functionality is of amobile

app is tested and complete. But here in this phase, newbugs

are released to the wild phase.

12) Apple app store apps of iPhone: Apple apps are avail-

able on the apple store and these apps can be downloaded

by the iTunes store. It is a very excellent method to upload

mobiles apps on the store and can be downloaded by the

customers. It also allows the developers tomake goodmar-

ket and distribution of their apps [35].

13) House deployment ofmobile apps andapplications: Ba-

sically, in house deployment is meant for the internal distri-

bution of corporate apps and mobiles applications that are

not available for the users by the app store.

14) Android applications QA: What are applications and

apps which are belonged to the android store are signed

before placing for distribution for the general users? De-

velopers always signed their applications with certiicates

and with a private key. So, these certiicates are providing a

chain of authenticity. So, this chain bound the developer to

release the application on a standard basis [36]. It is neces-

sary that while developing the android application the de-

veloper should have to sign the certiicate. The main pur-

pose of the certiicate is tomake difference between the de-

veloper of the application and among the other developers

of the application [5]. Android uses this information of per-

mission between applications and all other components of

the running android operating system.

In this fast-growing world, mobiles, mobile applications,

smartphones and other communicational devices related to

mobile phones become most popular and usage of mobiles

are increased in this new century. There are different op-

erating systems are introduced in mobiles phone technol-

ogy like ios, android, windows, blackberry, and Symbian.

But people like most smartphones have android systems

and apple I Phone. But there are a lot of challenges for the

manufactures of hardware and software development for

the mobiles to stay in completion otherwise they will be

out from the race of technology [37]. There is also com-

petition among the application developers of mobiles and

mobile apps. So, the companies want long term success in

the ield of mobile phone technology. Mobile phones hard-

ware and software along with different applications which

are built-in mobile phones are all tested over several differ-

ent platformsbefore launching to the global platform. Func-

tional testing of the mobile’s phones is done along with no

function testing like security testing and usability testing.

The basic purpose ofmobile phone testing is to improve the

mobile phone hardware, software, and applications along

with apps. In this research project, we are going to test the

mobile applications along with their competence in mobile

testing technology. We can also learn mobile automation

which is the main challenge nowadays. Manymobile phone

applications testers are confused in understanding the hy-

bridmobile apps of the native companies. In themarket dif-

ferent types of automation tools are available but different

tools have their advantage. So that’s very easy for the de-

velopers to select the best tool for the applications develop-

ment. The quality of mobile applications for business use

and especially for the company stakeholders can be highly

trusted and if the application failure has happened it can

take lead to serious failure and consequences. Mobiles ap-

plications become popular among people and these appli-

cations [38].

 

Fig. 2. The design structure of securing the mobile app from

threats
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L. Mobile Development Considerations of Apps

There is the main difference in developing the mobile ap-

plication or app from the traditional desktop application or

web application in terms of the architecture of the system

and considerations should be aware of these given below.

M. Common Considerations of Mobile Apps

1) Multitasking apps on the device: The main purpose of

mobile apps is to run with other applications like on the

computer system all applications can be run at the same

time. But here is the main challenge with the mobile ap-

plication is to run apps with the other apps as well, so that

this will become multitasking [39].

What are applications and apps which are belonged to the

android store are signed before placing for distribution for

the general users? [40]. So, this chain bound the developer

to release the applicationona standardbasis. It is necessary

thatwhile developing the android application the developer

should have to sign the certiicate. The main purpose of the

certiicate is to make difference between the developer of

the application and among the other developers of the ap-

plication. Android uses this information of permission be-

tween applications and all other components of the running

android operating system [41].

There are two categories of mobile devices, phones and

tablets. To develop form factors for these applications are

the same but application design format and screen sizes in

development are different. The phone has a limited screen

size and whereas the tablet has a greater and bigger screen

size. So according to the sizes which vary from device to de-

vice, UI controls are developed according to the devices.

N. Device and OS Fragmentation of Mobile Apps

1) Conceptualization and planning for mobile apps quality

assurance: There are differentmodelswhich are introduced

in the market. But all these models are different and from

different companies. All these mobiles have different fea-

tures. Due to difference, these mobiles can run some appli-

cations properly are sometimes this is not possible to run

the mobile apps properly. Sometimes not all mobile have

cameras aswell. Somedevices canplay video and some can-

not play video [42].

Quality assurance of mobile apps deals with high-quality

apps is produced based on standards and deliver high-

quality products line for the consumers. The mobile apps

which are not according to standards and high quality

are immediately removed from the mobiles and uninstall.

Nowadays banks and all other businesses are run on a lie

and all types ofwork of business are done onmobile phones

and customized apps. Users can use several different types

of apps which are helpful in businesses to get immediate

responses from these applications and make users records

from these applications. Especially, the bank's application

is designed according to customers need and customers can

do a lot of transactions by using these apps and they do not

need to go to the banks. With the help of these applications,

they can sort out their problems quickly. But the success of

all these applications and apps depends on the quality of ap-

plication development. Mobile apps have done a very vital

role in all ields of life [43].

For the development of mobile applications and building of

mobile applications, this is the process in which all testing

of the applications should be done according to the IDE en-

vironment. Quality assurance is done on thousands of mo-

biles applications to make sure all the applications are run-

ning properly. In this document of developing the applica-

tions, we are going to take through of introductory inspec-

tion process of building the mobiles applications [44].

O. Considerations

There are a lot of considerations when applications are

developed especially the traditional web applications and

desktop applications are developed.

P. Mobile Development Apps

There is no difference between developing mobile applica-

tion life cycle in comparison with web or desktop applica-

tion. There are ive phases as we do in the development of

web and desktop applications.

Q. Inception

All mobile apps are started from an idea. This idea leads to

the development of the application [45].

R. Design and Quality Assurance

When applications are designed, these designs got the user

attention because of different screen ratios and sizes while

designing an application with UI. So, these screen sizes can

be considered differently.

S. Development Apps and Quality Assurance

When mobile apps features are tested, these features can

be tested with the help of codes. For instance, if the mobile

app features are tested, the camera is tested irst because of

different features [46]. When features are tested, it is made

sure to get the proper support of the operating system.
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T. Device-speciic Resources and Quality Assurance

Themain purpose of mobile apps is to runwith other appli-

cations like on the computer system all applications can be

run at the same time. But here is the main challenge with

the mobile application is to run apps with the other apps as

well, so that this will become multitasking [47].

So, in mobile applications only one app can be run in the

foreground and the rest of the other appswill be opened but

stay behind, in this way battery consumption can be saved

aswell. All different platformshandlemultitasking appsdif-

ferently.

Themain purpose of mobile apps is to runwith other appli-

cations like on the computer system all applications can be

run at the same time. But here is the main challenge with

the mobile application is to run apps with the other apps as

well, so that this will become multitasking [48].

So, in mobile applications only one app can be run in the

foreground and the rest of the other appswill be opened but

stay behind, in this way battery consumption can be saved

aswell. All different platformshandlemultitasking appsdif-

ferently.

U. SQLLITE Database for Mobile Apps

Both iOS andAndroid systemsuse the SQLLITEdatabase for

storing data from different applications.

But windows phones are not using a database but versions

that are launched in the market are using a database. Win-

dowsPhone7.1 and8use a local database engine to support

LINQ to SQL but it does not support SQL choirs.

So, in mobile applications only one app can be run in the

foreground and the rest of the other appswill be opened but

stay behind, in this way battery consumption can be saved

aswell. All different platformshandlemultitasking appsdif-

ferently.

V. Form Factor for Mobile Apps

There are two categories of mobile devices, phones and

tablets. To develop form factors for these applications are

the same but application design format and screen sizes in

development are different. The phone has a limited screen

size and whereas the tablet has a greater and bigger screen

size. So according to the sizes which vary from device to

device, UI controls are developed according to the devices

[49].

W. Device and OS Fragmentation of Mobile Apps

It is very important to take different devices throughout the

whole software development and these apps will show the

proper behaviour of devices.

X. Conceptualization and Planning for Mobile Apps

Quality Assurance

There are differentmodelswhich are introduced in themar-

ket. But all these models are different and from different

companies. All thesemobiles havedifferent features. Due to

difference, these mobiles can run some applications prop-

erly are sometimes this is not possible to run the mobile

apps properly. Sometimes not all mobile have cameras as

well. Some devices can play video and some cannot play

video.

Y. Design and Quality Assurance

When applications are designed, these designs got the user

attention because of different screen ratios and sizes while

designing an application with UI. So, these screen sizes can

be considered differently.

1) Development Apps and Quality Assurance Whenmobile

apps features are tested, these features can be tested with

the help of codes. For instance, if the mobile app features

are tested, the camera is tested irst because of different fea-

tures. When features are tested, it is made sure to get the

proper support of the operating system [50].

2) Testing Quality Assurance of Mobile Applications For

testing purposes, the applications are tested on the differ-

ent platforms and then actually tested on the actualmobiles

and different devices so that testing and quality assurance

may be done properly for all these applications.
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TABLE 4

QUALITY FACTORS ACHIEVED BY AUTOMATED TESTING OF MOBILE APPS

Software Quality Assurance Factors

Extensibility Maintainability Performance Scalability Robustness Usability Platform Compatibility Testability Correctness

Dynodroid Yes Yes Yes Yes

Evodroid Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

FSM Droid Yes Yes Yes Yes

MobiGUITAR Yes Yes Yes

Renorax Yes Yes Yes

Reran Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Robotium Yes Yes Yes

Appium Yes Yes

MonkeyTalk Yes Yes

UI Automator Yes Yes

3) IOS Considerations of Mobile Apps

4) Device-speciic resources and quality assurance: The

main purpose of mobile apps is to run with other applica-

tions like on the computer system all applications can be

run at the same time. But here is the main challenge with

the mobile application is to run apps with the other apps as

well, so that this will become multitasking [51].

So in mobile applications only one app can be run in the

foreground and the rest of the other appswill be opened but

stay behind, in this way battery consumption can be saved

as well. All different platforms handle multitasking apps in

a different ways.

5) Android considerations: The main purpose of mobile

apps is to run with other applications like on the computer

systemall applications canbe runat the same time. But here

is the main challenge with the mobile application is to run

apps with the other apps as well, so that this will become

multitasking.

So in mobile applications only one app can be run in the

foreground and the rest of the other appswill be opened but

stay behind, in this way battery consumption can be saved

aswell. All different platformshandlemultitasking appsdif-

ferently [52].

III. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

According to Table 4, Evodroid and Renorax aid to achieve

quality factors “extensibility” and “maintainability”. “Per-

formance” of the AUT can be enhanced by using three tools

i.e., FSM Droid, Reran, and Robotium. Among all the tools,

only Reran aims to achieve the “scalability” of the AUT. “Ro-

bustness” can be achieved by ive tools i.e., Dynodroid, Evo-

droid, FSMDroid,MobiGUITARandReran. Manyof the tools

assure “usability” of the AUT i.e., Dynodroid, FSM Droid,

Reran, Robotium, Appium, and UI Automator. The “plat-

form compatibility” testing is supported by only two tools,

namely, Renorax and MonkeyTalk. “Testability” of the app

can be veriied and enhanced using four tools, namely, Dyn-

odroid. Evodroid, FSM Droid, and MobiGUITAR. Most of the

tools, namely, Dynodroid, Evodroid, MobiGUITAR, Reran,

Robotium, Appium, MonkeyTalk, and UIAutomator assure

the “correctness” of the AUT.

Fig 1 presents a graph showing the results of this compara-

tive study. Ten dominant automated testing tools formobile

applications are considered for this study. Each tool focused

on one or more quality factors to achieve or enhance the

quality of apps under test. Moreover, Fig 3 shows an overall

trend of quality factors achieved by using automated test-

ing. The quality factor of “correctness” will be achieved us-

ing almost every automated testing tool. “Usability” is also

a major aspect of mobile apps which can be evaluated and

achieved by using approximately 60% of the available soft-

ware testing tools. Approximately 50% of these tools fo-

cus on achieving desired or optimum level of “robustness”

of mobile apps. A close to the average percentage of test-

ing tools attain quality factors of “testability” and “perfor-

mance” in the app under test.

 

Fig. 3. Frequency of software quality factors achieved using

automated testing tools for mobile applications
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A. Windows Phone Considerations for Mobile Apps

1) SQLLITE database for mobile apps: Both iOS and An-

droid systems use the SQLLITE database for storing data

from different applications.

But windows phones are not using a database but versions

that are launched in the market are using a database. Win-

dowsPhone7.1 and8use a local database engine to support

LINQ to SQL but it does not support SQL quires [53].

B. Analysis of Mobile Application Quality Assurance

In a complex and fragmented environment, mobile applica-

tion products help you to improve the quality assurance of

different mobile applications. Mobile quality assurance de-

livers feedback fromusers at a high-quality level. This prod-

uct also helps in validating and tracking the user experience

how the user can like and appreciate the product. There are

lots of goals that can be achieved for the quality assurance

of mobile applications. Improve the quality of mobile apps

with user experience and make changes in next coming ap-

plications. This user experience can improve the quality as-

surance of mobiles applications by getting bugs, crash re-

ports, users’ feedback and user experience. Try to reduce

risks which can be assessing issues and reducing time [54].

Make the report of the users experience properly, make the

feedback report and collect other information relevant to

the mobile application and then develop a strategy to mini-

mize all these problems.

How to improve the application is a very important role in

mobile application quality assurance. A technical developer

and owner can use different sources like feedback and crash

reports. Developers are very helpful in building great mo-

bile applications. A mobile application developer can eas-

ily get feedback from its existing application. This role goes

to the application developerwhich uncovers challenges and

user experience. Whenmobile users are usingmobile appli-

cations can send different reports to the developers and the

developers easily handle the problems created in the appli-

cations. In this research project, we are going to test the

mobile applications along with their competence in mobile

testing technology [55]. We can also learn mobile automa-

tion which is the main challenge nowadays. Many mobile

phone applications testers are confused in understanding

the hybridmobile apps of the native companies. In themar-

ket different types of automation tools are available but dif-

ferent tools have their advantage. So that’s very easy for the

developers to select the best tool for the applications devel-

opment [56].

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

In this publication of the research paper, we are going to

represent mobile application quality assurance, tools, plat-

forms and launch themobile application after testing by the

different devices. There are ive types of testing is done like

functional testing, performance and load testing by which

we can do acceptance of testing. For each category, we need

to ind out a set of tools and display the distribution on

a commercial level and make it onto open source for ev-

eryone. There are more than 80 tools that can be used to

develop the mobile application. The quality of mobile ap-

plications for business use and especially for the company

stakeholders can be highly trusted and if the application

failure happens it can take to lead serious failure and con-

sequences. Mobiles applications become popular among

people and these applications in games, medicine, science

and on different topics are launched. But the applications

which are relevant to business are very important and at-

tractive to stakeholders as well. For other applications and

apps of mobiles, it should be emphasized the users to be

easily used by them. The basic goal of this application is

to identify and recognize the approaches that address the

issues of quality assurance of mobile applications and apps.

The basic purpose ofmobile phone testing is to improve the

mobile phone hardware, software, and applications along

with apps. In this research project, we are going to test the

mobile applications along with their competence in mobile

testing technology. Several tools are proposed and imple-

mented for the testingofmobile apps. In this research study,

these tools are evaluated focusing on identifying the qual-

ity factors they aid to achieve in the apps under test. More-

over, overall trends of essential quality factors achieved us-

ing automated testing tools are measured. This study re-

vealed that automated testing provides the best support for

assurance of usability, correctness and robustness. An av-

erage number of tools aid to assure testability and perfor-

mance. However, for assurance of extensibility, maintain-

ability, scalability, and platform compatibility, only a few

tools are available. In automated testing of mobile appli-

cations, further research can be done to propose an auto-

matedmobile apps testing tool that aims to achieve all qual-

ity factors mentioned in Table 2. A similar analysis can be

made by considering testing tools for other mobile operat-

ing systems too, e.g., windows. A comparative analysis can

also be done on the quality of apps of differentmobile oper-

ating systems based on the automated testing tools of each

platform. Moreover, based on the tools identiied from this

study, revised and enhanced solutions can be proposed for

achieving the maximum number of quality attributes in the

AUT.
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